Abstract-Because of the processing in current traditional filter cncryption system is tedious and deficiency, and many process and file types are not supported, we analyse the key problems of Windows file system driver, and the IRP and the encrypted marks are processed as well．Based on filter driver technology, a transparent encrypted file system which can encrypt a wide variety of process and file types is designed and implemented. Test results show that the system's performance is good, and the traditional encrypted file system is well expanded.
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In recent years, with the rapid development of network technology, computer and network technology makes information technology a unprecedented development, and production of digital information in everyday life also plays an increasingly important role. In companies, because of the convenient transmission and switching of documents and files, the work efficiency has been significantly improved. However, the increase of the information level brings in not only huge opportunities, but also big challenge for development of companies. Network scale of companies is expanded and the management of internal network is more complex [1] . Due to the vulnerability and the complexity of the information system, security issues continue to expose, especially in secret enterprise.
To prevent internal employees taking the information away from the company intentionally or unintentionally, many different solutions are used. For example, the use of usb ports, interactive software and external network access are prohibited [2] . However, it is more or less inconvenient for the working, so the study of digital media content security technologies gains importance and development. Among them, the technology of transparent file encryption is considered one of the most effective security technologies. In many aspects, such as functionality, performance and management difficulty, the technology of transparent file encryption has its advantages. Using technology of transparent file encryption as a managing way, users do not need to change their operating habits, and file encrypting is done in the kernel of operation system directly through the driver operation, which improves the efficiency, and identification of the encrypted files does not consume additional management resources. Therefore, transparent file encryption has high research value in protecting digital media content.
In this paper, a filter driver based on transparent encryption technology is designed for the needs of flexible use and the protection of digital documents.
II. WINDOWS FILE SYSTEM AND FILE SYSTEM FILTER DRIVER

A. Windows File System
Windows file system is a very complex part in Windows operating system. Microsoft has a lot of mechanisms designed to improve the efficiency of file system, and file system filter driver is completely different from ordinary device driver in design. The design of file system filter driver faces a lot of dificult problems.
Firstly, Windows has a complex memory mapping mechanism. It maps a file to a memory space, accessing the basic content only needs to access this memory space, but the file filter driver can not capture that processes which access the memory. Secondly, when MS Explorer is opened to browse files, it has read the file in file buffer. Especially, MS Office open word, excel and other files via memory mapping [3] .
The method of Copying the file contents from the hard disk to the process space is by missing pages interruption. Meanwhile, the memory-mapped file actually becomes a Paging swap file. Once the process accesses a non-existent memory page (still in hard disk), one page in a file will be exchanged into the memory. When the exchanging occurs, there is a IRP_MJ_READ request with a special tag (IRP->Flags with IRP_PAGING_IO IRP_SYNCHRONOUS_PAGING_IO or IRP_NOCACHE) which is sent to file driver. This read/write request is called paging read/write request.
Fortunately, the file system filter driver can be caught when the paging requests reading and writing. When the request is captured, we can encrypt/decrypt the reading/writing information [4] . Windows has a clever file buffering mechanism. As long as a file is opened through the buffer mode, all or part of the contents has been kept in the memory. This part of the information is called file buffering which is global. Generally speaking. Regardless of the number of processes to access, there is only one file buffer.
B. File System Filter Driver Introduction
File system filter drivers are kernel-based implementations of encryption modes. Filter driver working between the file system driver layer and application layer, intercepts the request and correspond transmission encryption and decryption. File system filter driver intermediate as a intermediate layer driver of kernel mode, only need to extend lower layer file system driver [5] . It has flexible encrypting granularity, high reliability and efficiency and it is easy to expand. There is a device object stack in the left in Fig. 1 . Device object is a data structure created to help the software manage the hardware by the operating system. Each hardware includes at least one Physical Device Object (PDO) and one Functional Device Object (FDO), and between them there will be some Filter Device Object (FIDO). Driver object contains a set of routines to process I/O requests. Hierarchical structure makes the request process of I/O more clearly, and it affects each operation to the device using the I/O request packet (IRP, I/O Request Packag), in which each request is issued by the I/O manager, and passed down from the top of the corresponding device stack in turn [6] . Each layer can call the appropriate routine corresponding to the driver object to handle IRP packets.
The file system is used to control how information is stored and retrieved, which is responsible for the user to create, store, read, modify, dump and control accessing and revoking files. The control process of the file system responsing to I/O requests is shown in Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 2 I/O request is issued by the application, and it is sent to the I/O Manager through the WIN32 subsystem. The I/O Manager gives the I/O Request Packet (IRP) to the file system by the needs of application layer. After file system driver object receiving IRP, first it makes a judgement. If it is the Fast I/O request, it will be processed by Fast Dispatch routine and the I/O Manager will gets the data from cache; if not, the Dispatch routines will handle the IRP and the data will be got from disk partition by disk driver, then it will be taken to the I/O manager. Data processed by WIN32 subsystem will eventually return to the application.
The above is a file system control flow without file system filter driver. If there is a filter driver on the file system, the control flow will be changed. Dashed box shown in Fig. 2 , IRP from I/O manager will be sent through the filter-driven to process and then sent to the file system driver, and the data request is also need to go through the filter-driven and then return to the application. Therefore, custom filter driver routines can be used for data processing, encryption and decryption operations. 
A. Designing Ideas
Filter driver encryption program based on the file system includes application and filter driver. Application provides the user interface, completing the sets of the encrypted file paths and seting user permissions and other functions. Basing on the received INVITE message Filter driver encrypts and decrypts the specified files. Filter driver encryption is transparent to users.
In this work using the operating system, all processes are divided into two categories: confidential process and the normal process. The so-called confidential process, refers to the process of creating work documents at users' working time. These documents in a certain range is confidential, and they are not allowed to leak. In addition, the confidential process can read confidential confidential documents (automatically decrypted) normally, and other processes are common processes. Files created by normal process will not be encrypted. Normal process also does not decrypt the content when it reads the file.
But the file object (FILE_OBJECT) can not only be used to represent a file. Because when a file has been read by some secret process already, meanwhile it is read by a ordinary process, then the page will generate a read / write request, then a read / write paging request will be generated which may be completed by other processes. So That target file is confidential and it is opend by confidential process can not judge that the file need to be encrypted. Therefore, the File Control Block (FCB) is used to represent a file. File system generate a memory area for each file to save the data that maintaining the file needs. No matter how many times the file is opened, there is only one FCB.
All of the opened confidential files are written into a encryption linked list. Once a file is opened, the file will be added to the confidential linked list. When the file is opened, operating FILE_OBJECT can be gotten from IRP, then the pointer of FCB can also be gotten from FILE_OBJECT. So querying the encrypting file table can find whether the pointer of FCB is in it. The main operation of encrypted linked list are querying, adding and deleting. When encounter an IRP request, corresponding FCB will be added into this encrypted linked list. As a result, when the FCB is added or deleted from the list, it means that the content in file buffer may be converted from plaintext to ciphertext or from ciphertext to plaintext. At this time file buffer must be cleaned.
B. Process Distinguishing Module
Transparent encrypted file is applied to enterprise information leak prevention scenarios, and enterprise working software would be first determined, for example, AutoCAD, Word, Notepad, etc. Then the encryption strategy should be configured. In the encrypted operating system, all the processes are divided into two categories: secret process and a normal process, which is mentioned in 3.1. So in order to complete the above strategy, the current process name in kernel state must be gotten. It should be noted that the name of the process is easy counterfeiting. To solve this problem the process name and the corresponding content in the kernel can be verified, to prevent illegal counterfeiting.
In practice, Windows maintains a EPROCESS internal structure for each process, in which preservation process' name. DriverEntry function in kernel modules are always executed in a process called "System". So Just searching for the string "System" in EPROCESS can find the offset. Next time it can be read directly from this field.
C. Open Request Processing Module
The module for the operation of file open is mainly related to three question: 1) non-reentrant opening file 2) Processing logic of opening file 3) rights of opening file.
1) Non-Reentrant opening file
Some kernel functions such as ZwCreateFile and ZwReadFile can manipulate files, but there is no doubt that this request will be re-captured by file filter driver itself. If there is no treatment to do with this function series, opening the file will go into an infinite loop, which leads to the re-entry problem. Therefore, more intuitive approach is to bypass the top of the device and send an IRP to the low-level part of device to manipulate files directly. The steps are directly call the function IoCreateFileSpecifyDeviceObjectHint in WDK to open a file object to the low-level part of device. This process can not be captured by the file filter which is above this layer.
2) Processing logic of opening file For some software with simple processing logic, the job documents it generates is relatively simple. When the file is opened, the following logic can be designed: Get the file size, and check if it is a directory. If it is a directory, return directly downstream without encryption. If it is a file and its size is 0, then encrypt it. If its size is less than the legitimate encrypted file header, Then do without encryption. If its size is not less than the legitimate encrypted file header, Then check whether the file is encrypted, if not, encrypt it. The method is check the file's encrypted identity in header. The processing logic is only for part of the softwares, but in actual software implementation different type of softwares often requires the use of different implementation strategies. For example, Microsoft WORD uses a technology named SHADOW COPY, so the entry point should be changed. Thus, specific strategy should be developed.
3) Rights of opening file
There are the configurations of DesiredAccess and ShareAccess in the function list of IoCreateFileSpecifyDeviceObjectHint. To achieve a similar opening encrypted files, the rights of writing is needed when the file is just opened. In addition, to distinguish whether the opened file is confidential, an encrypted file identification should be added into header of the file.
D. IRP Processing Module
This module is designed to prevent the re-entry operation of files. In this module, a self-built IRP is created to use IoCallDriver to bypass the top of the device and send an IRP to the low-level part of device to manipulate files directly. In addition, this module also completed a very important function: file buffering process. For a confidential file, the contents of the file on the hard disk must be a ciphertext and the contents that application has seen must be a plaintext. Encrypted process see the contents in buffer as a plaintext and ordinary process see the contents in another buffer as a ciphertext. Two buffers exist without disturbing each other and synchronize with each other at the right time.
E. File Encrypted List Module
The point in this section is when should encrypt and decrypt a file. If an open, read / write, and close to a file is regarded as one coherent operation, the operation may not be completed in ths same process. To achieve this operation, linked list is the most directive way. Every time the file which is opened by encrypted process and must be encrypted should be saved. After the request arrives, the destination file can be judged according to whether the requested object in the encrypted process. A hash table can be used to improve efficiency, and FCB is used to represent a file in actual implementations.
F. IRP Data Modification Module
The main function of this module is modificating the data when Corresponding IRP is captured. After the read request completes (wait for the completion of the read request processing), Read directly into the buffer which is received by the IRP and decrypt the data in the buffer. The buffer of the write request essentially can not be modified. The mothed of processing the write request is that allocate a new buffer which is temporarily assigned to the IRP and preserve the old IRP buffer. New buffer can be modified and when the request is completed the original IRP buffer can be restored.
G. Encryption and Key Management Module
The filter driver transfer the data in captured IRP to the encryption subsystem for encryption and decryption service and the encryption subsystem maintains a cache manager for encryption and decryption. Transparent encrypted file system is for large-capacity data, so the symmetric encryption algorithm should be selected. Because Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) for its high security, compatibility and ease of operation is widely used in the industry, it is selected in this transparent encrypted file system, which has a key called FEK with 256 bytes.
For symmetric encryption algorithm, the security of the key is most important. Key management module generates FEK and manage FEK. The computer's MAC address is selected as a seed to generate FEK, which is the unique feature of the machine. In order to ensure the safety of FEK, RSA asymmetric key encryption algorithm is proposed to use for FEK's encryption. Using RSA public key encryption FEK can be decrypted only by the private key. The private key is stored in the USB Key.
IV. SYSTEM TEST RESULTS
In the test of driver development, there are two common ways: one is tested in two machines and the other is single machine test. To prevent the loss of the data caused by system crashes, the latter way is approached here. Single machine debugging requires to simulate a virtual machine, and then using the virtual machine's virtual serial port associates with the test machine. WDK build environment and development package needs to be installed on the test machine, so does the windbg software which is used to monitor and deal with the serial's output. SRVINSTW.EXE should be installed on the virtual machine to install the designated driver services.
Test environment is Inter Core2 Duo CPU, memory 2G, 5400 rpm hard drive 300G and Windows XP operating system. Transparent encrypted file system has been successfully installed in the Windows XP operating system. The process of NOTEPAD, WORDPAD, ACAD, PHOTOSHOP, WPP, WPS, ET, CORELDRW and Microsoft Office Series can be set as a confidential process to make the txt, doc, xls, dwg and a variety of pictures and many other file formats transparent encrypted. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show plaintext before encrypting and show ciphertext after encrypting by processing documents. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the effects of before after encrypting by processing picture files. Only Using the transparent encrypted file system can be the files decrypted and the plaintext showed.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we mainly studies the transparent encrypted file techniques application and implementation in leak-proof of electronic media content, which makes up for the shortcomings of traditional file filter driver system framework and explores the working principle and method of transparent encrypted file system that can automatically determine the type of file. The performance and safety of software is guaranteed.
